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B. MEXI 7035 (~ 67233)***

FOL AFTERNOON 22 NOV 63. SOVEMB (RUSSIAN LANG PARTS WILL BE CABLED SEPARATELY):

A. 1334 HRS. REPORTER OF NEWSPAPER NOVEDADES ASKED FOR SOVEMB STATEMENT REGARDING ASSASSINATION PRESIDENT KENNEDY.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE SOV PUTS OFF REPORTER TELLING HIM CALL BACK REPORTER PERSISTS, FEMALE SOV ADVISES CALL BACK 1600, REPORTER PERSISTS, FEMALE SOV GOES OFF TO CONSULT, THEN TELLS REPORTER CALL PRESS OFFICE LATER AND SPEAK WITH (SOV INFO BULLETIN) SERGEY SEMYONOVICH KUKHARENKO.

B. 1445 HRS. YUGOSLAV AMB VLAVOV CALLS AND SPEAKS WITH SOVAMB BAZAROV IN RUSSIAN.

C. 1456 HRS. SOV CALLS OUT AND ASKS FOR MESSANGER.
(COMMENT: SOVS SEND CABLES COMMERCIALY).

D. 1550, - HRS. UNIDEN WOMAN CALLS ON BEHALF DEAN OF DIP CORP TO ADVISE SOVAMB- THAT PRESIDENT KENNEDY ASSASSINATED. UNIDEN SOV ASKS THAT SHE WAIT MINUTE, BUT THEN HANGS UP ON HER.

E. 1644 HRS. UNIDEN MALE OF NEWSPAPER EXCELSIOR ASKS SPEAK 24 NOV 63.
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